Your ideas in a new light

Ambient lighting plays a major role in creating an atmosphere of comfort for the passengers.

UTC Aerospace Systems’ new decor area light panels offer an excellent option of combining a pleasant and discreet illumination with an outstanding individual styling.

Highest level of individualization

The individualized openwork pattern may consist of any decorative design – from graphical elements like circles, squares, stars, flowers or leaves to the use of airlines’ logos to support corporate identity. UTC Aerospace Systems’ design engineers will turn your ideas into unique and decorative lighting solutions.

State-of-the-art LEDs and light transmitting material

Thanks to an optimized light transmitting pane mounted behind the decor area light panel, a very uniform illumination accentuates the distinctive look of the openwork pattern. Customers may choose from a wide range of light colors, depending on the mixture of LEDs – from unicolor neutral or warm white to adjustable multicolor LED light strips. For example, an arrangement of red, green and blue LEDs allows for a palette of 16 million colors, including white.

Endless design options

The combination of a unique pattern and individually adjustable light colors offers endless styling options for different parts of the aircraft. Individual decor area light panels may turn the whole ceiling of the passenger cabin into an eye-catcher, or they may set accents in bars and seating areas of business jets.
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